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For Immediate Release 

 

Design for the Forth DMM Kariyushi Aquarium Trains 

Unveiled 

 
Japan (January 27th, 2020) - DMM RESORTS Co., Ltd. (“DMM RESORTS”) announces that the forth 

DMM Kariyushi Aquarium train begins operation on Monday, January 27th, 2019, on the Okinawa 

Urban Monorail (Yui Rail). The wrapped train celebrate the opening of the aquarium in late April 

2020. 

 

 

▲Image of the forth DMM Kariyushi Aquarium train 

 

Design Concept 
The wrapping graphic features large-than-life otter, penguin and boxfish images, together with 

other animals from the aquarium landing in Okinawa, depicting the anticipation towards the 

grand opening of DMM Kariyushi Aquarium. 

 

The DMM Kariyushi Aquarium trains started operation from Jul 2020 and the fourth train will be 

the last one of the whole series. 

 

##### 

 

 

For Media Related Inquiry 
Contact : Josephine Kwan 

Email  : aquarium-info@dmm.com 

Head Office : 3-59, Toyosaki, Tomigusuku-Shi, Okinawa 901-0225, Japan 

Tokyo Office : Sumitomo Fudosan Roppongi Grand Tower 24F 
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3-2-1, Roppongi, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 106-6224, Japan 

(Marketing Department) 

 

▼DMM Kariyushi Aquarium 

https://kariyushi-aquarium.com/en/ 

 

▼DMM Kariyushi Aquarium Official SNS 

Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/dmm.kariyushi.aquarium/ 

Twitter  : https://twitter.com/dmm_kariyushi 

Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/dmm_aquarium/ 

 

▼DMM RESORTS Co., Ltd. 

https://dmm-resorts.co.jp/en/ 

 

 

Note to Editors: 
About DMM Kariyushi Aquarium  

DMM Kariyushi Aquarium is opening in the shopping mall (iias Okinawa Toyosama) in Toyosaki, 

Tomigusuku-shi, Okinawa Prefecture in late Apr 2020. It is approximately a 20 minutes drive* 

from Naha Airport. 

  

DMM Kariyushi Aquarium bears the theme of a “new entertainment aquarium”, which combines 

the latest visual expression and spatial representation. The beauty of nature displayed, 

including fauna & flora native to the Okinawa region, will allow visitors to forget their physical 

presence in a commercial facility. The building housing DMM Kariyushi Aquarium is a three-

story unit, of which the ground and first level (total floor area: 6,937.9m2 (2,102 tsubo)) are due 

to be occupied by the aquarium. The aquarium aims to attract 2,100,000 visitors in the first year. 

 
*The distance from the airport is approximately 5km, and the commute varies depending on the traffic. 
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